
Global Gene Editing Market To Grow At CAGR
Of 14.7% Till 2022
TheBusinessResearchCompany.com offers its latest "Gene Editing Global Market Report 2019" from its
research database.

Major Players In The Market
Are CRISPR, Genscript USA
Inc., Horizon Discovery
Group Plc, Integrated DNA
Technologies And New
England Biolabs.”

Abdul Wasay

LONDON, GREATER LONDON, UK, August 8, 2019
/EINPresswire.com/ -- The global gene editing market was
valued at about $3.49 billion in 2018 and is expected to
grow to $6.05 billion at a CAGR of 14.7% through 2022.

The gene editing market consists of sales of gene editing
technology such as CRISPR/CAS9, zinc finger nucleus, and
talens and related services. Gene editing technology allows
genetic material to change genetic code at particular
location in a genome. It involves cell line engineering,
animal genetic engineering and plant genetic engineering.

Request A Sample For The Global Gene Editing Market Report:
https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/sample.aspx?id=2486&type=smp 

The rising infectious diseases acts as one of the major drivers of the gene editing market. Gene
editing techniques are used for detection of infectious diseases such as HIV. Infectious diseases
are caused by microorganisms like bacteria, viruses, fungi, and parasites. Gene therapy treats
the infectious diseases by blocking the replication of the infectious agent that causes the disease
at the extracellular level. Gene editing introduces new genetic material into the cells of living
organisms with the intention of treating the diseases.

Infectious diseases are constantly on the rise. For instance, according to the World Health
Organization (WHO) report 2018, infectious diseases kill more than 17 million people per year. In
addition to that, according to the AP-NORC (a research initiative by the Associated Press and the
University of Chicago) survey in 2018, out of 1,067 adults in the US surveyed, 71% are in favor of
gene editing for the treatment of incurable, hereditary diseases such as Huntington’s disease
and 67% of Americans support the use of gene editing to prevent diseases such as cancer. 

Read More On The Report For The Global Gene Editing Market At:
https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/gene-editing-global-market-report 

Ethical issues in general public with respect to gene editing is one of the major restraining
factors for the market. Many researchers and ethicist have argued against gene editing due to
different reasons such as off-target effect (edits in the wrong place), mosaicism (when only some
of the cells carry the edits) and safety concerns. Some even argued that gene editing will lead to
the creation of classes of individuals who will be genetically modified to be able to do things that
a normal human being is not supposed to do according to the laws of nature. Due to these
reasons, gene editing is still not considered to be safe and effective by many nations and
international organizations. For instance, in 2019, as per the article published in TIME, scientists
from Canada, China, France, Germany, Italy, New Zealand, and the USA have proposed a
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temporary prohibition on research on gene editing on human eggs, embryos, and sperms.

Major players in the gene editing market include CRISPR, GenScript USA Inc., Horizon Discovery
Group plc, Integrated DNA Technologies and New England Biolabs.

Gene Editing Global Market Report 2019 is one of a series of new reports from The Business
Research Company that provides gene editing market overviews, analyzes and forecasts gene
editing market size and growth for the global gene editing market, gene editing market share,
gene editing market players, gene editing market size, gene editing market segments and
geographies, gene editing market trends, gene editing market drivers and gene editing market
restraints, gene editing market’s leading competitors’ revenues, profiles and market shares. The
gene editing market report identifies top countries and segments for opportunities and
strategies based on market trends and leading competitors’ approaches.

Where To Learn More 

Read Gene Editing Global Market Report 2019 from The Business Research Company for
information on the following:
Markets Covered: global gene editing market

Data Segmentations: gene editing market size, global and by country; historic and forecast size,
and growth rates for the world, 7 regions and 12 countries

Gene Editing Market Organizations Covered: CRISPR, GenScript USA Inc., Horizon Discovery
Group plc, Integrated DNA Technologies and New England Biolabs.

Regions: Asia-Pacific, China, Western Europe, Eastern Europe, North America, USA, South
America, Middle East and Africa.

Time Series: Five years historic (2014-18) and forecast (2018-22).

Other Information And Analyses: PESTEL analysis, gene editing market customer information,
gene editing market product/service analysis – product examples, gene editing market trends
and opportunities, drivers and restraints, key mergers and acquisitions, key metrics covered:
number of enterprises, number of employees, global gene editing market in 2019 - countries
offering most new opportunities

Sourcing and Referencing: Data and analysis throughout the report are sourced using end notes.

Strategies For Participants In The Gene Editing Industry: The report explains a number of
strategies for companies in the gene editing market, based on industry trends and company
analysis. 
Opportunities For Companies In The Gene Editing Sector: The report reveals where the global
gene editing industry will put on most $ sales up to 2022. 

Interested to know more about The Business Research Company? 
The Business Research Company has published over 300 industry reports, covering over 2400
market segments and 56 geographies. The reports draw on 150,000 datasets, extensive
secondary research, and exclusive insights from interviews with industry leaders. Here is a list of
reports from The Business Research Company similar to Gene Editing Global Market Report
2019:

Stem Cell Global Market Report 2019

Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell (IPSC) Global Market Report 2019

https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/stem-cell-global-market-report
https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/induced-pluripotent-stem-cell-ipsc-global-market-report
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